
Rock art, ritual and relationships

Chapter 7

Spatial patterning

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I will analyse the spatial distribution of rock art complexes, techniques

and motif ranges in order to identify patterns of homogeneity, discontinuity or

clustering across the landscape; first, in the geographic location of rock art complexes

and second, in the composition and content of the rock art assemblage and its

relationship to other cultural activities. Marking the landscape was one way that

people in the past drew the physical landscape into the conceptual order, classifying

and domesticating it so the 'space' was transformed into 'place' (Gosden & Head

1994:113). A comparative analysis of the relationship between the 'places' where

rock art has been recorded and other geographic and archaeological features at these

complexes will help in understanding why particular places were selected for the

production of rock art (Bradley 2000:39).

A number of previous spatial analyses or investigations of 'place' in rock art studies

within Australia have been undertaken on a regional scale. Discontinuities and

similarities in the rock art assemblages have been related to the ethnographically

known distribution of tribal or linguistic boundaries (e.g. Flood 1987; Gunn 1995a,

2000a; McDonald 1994; Tacon 1994), attributed to clan and mythological

associations (e.g. Blundell 1980; Gunn 1995a, 2000a; 'Fawn 1993) and related to

palaeoenvironmental and ecological patterns (e.g. Lewis 1988; Morwood and Hobbs

1995). In more recent studies in which rock art is perceived as a form of

communication, spatial analyses have focused on investigating the relationship

between style, place and social dynamics (e.g. Cole 1998; David 1991; David &

Chant 1995; Officer 1992; Ross 1997; C. Smith 1992) and it is within this conceptual

framework that the following analysis will be situated (Chapter 1).

There are several factors inherent in the structure of the central Australian rock art

assemblage that limit the statistical approaches that can be meaningfully employed to

identify patterns of spatial distribution. A common approach in previous research
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within Australia in determining the spatial distribution within rock art assemblages,

has been to calculate numerical indices (usually motif classes or styles, techniques

and colours) and subject these to some form of multivariate statistical analyses (e.g.

Cole 1998; Franklin 1992; Galt-Smith 1997; McDonald 1994; Morwood 1979). I

have chosen not to adopt this approach because of the assumptions implicit in

undertaking analyses of this type. Treating the rock art assemblage as a single entity

would ignore the evidence that in central Australia rock art was produced over a

considerable period of time. Comparisons, which encompass the entire assemblage

may misconstrue the patterning that results from a more subtle build-up of motifs over

an extended period. The structure of the central Australian assemblage outlined in

the previous chapter, showed that a core motif vocabulary persisted through time and

across techniques with extra motif classes added to the vocabulary and new

techniques adopted to produce both engraved and pigment art at different times

towards the end of the Holocene. It is evident that temporal sequences do not involve

the complete replacement of one style with another, one set of motifs with another or

one technique with another, but rather, the rock art assemblage has been produced in a

range of techniques at the same time (and often at the same site complex). Analyses

that compare all engravings across the region ignore the temporal differences in the

engraved assemblage, and at the same time, analyses that compare engravings with all

pigment art would ignore the chronological differences evident in the engraved

assemblage (Chapter 6). I have chosen to analyse the spatial distribution of the

assemblage using logic independent of the numerical composition of the whole

assemblage and with due regard for chronological issues.

7.2 Geographic distribution of rock art complexes

Rock art complexes have been recorded in a range of biogeographic regions (Figure

7.1) from the sand ridge deserts in the west (Sandy Desert biogeographic region, 2

complexes), along the winding river channels and ranges bordering the sand-plains in

the south (Finke biogeographic region, 11 complexes), in the ranges rising out of the

expansive grass plains in the north (Burt biogeographic region, 1 complex) and in the

gaps and gorges of the rugged central ranges (MacDonnell Ranges biogeographic

region, 37 complexes) (see Chapter 2). It might be expected, that past social
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organisation and land-use patterns across such varied biogeographic regions might

also differ across the landscape and that rock art may therefore be structured

differently within each region. Taking this approach, Gould (1980) compared the

rock art from James Range East in the Central Desert with the rock art from

Puntutjarpa in the Western Desert and identified differences in the composition of the

assemblage between the two differing geographic regions (Chapter 3, see also Gunn

2002a, Thorley & Gunn 1996). The complexes recorded for this thesis are not placed

to test Gould's contentions, (and the legitimacy of drawing conclusions about regional

assemblages focused on single sites, as Gould has done, is questionable anyway).

After allowances are made for the differences in sample size between the four regions,

analysis of the motif range produced, techniques adopted and site types selected

shows no more variation across the four biogeographic areas represented than was

shown between individual site complexes, irrespective of their geographic location.

Although there are differences between rock art assemblages across the study area,

the differences in the sample analysed has not been explained in terms of differences

in biogeographic features.

The targeted sampling strategy utilised in this research has also biased my account of

the spatial distribution of rock art complexes across the region, as time constraints and

the sheer size of rock art assemblage meant that some complexes outside National

Parks had to be excluded from the analysis (see Chapter 4). However, sampling

within individual parks has generally been comprehensive, so that the distribution of

rock art complexes across the smaller-scale landscape is seen as representative.

Within several parks, the spatial distribution of rock art complexes (as defined in this

thesis) is clustered within an area so limited that it would constitute a single foraging

range (see Figure 7.2). Thorley (1998a:181-2) identified a similar clustered pattern

with artefact scatter/art sites around Storm Creek, southeast of the George Gill Range.

He concluded that as hunter-gatherers usually avoid shifting camp until they are

obliged to move beyond their 'threshold' range (generally between 5-10 kilometres)

to obtain food and other resources (Hayden 1981:379; see also Gould 1991), sites

more closely spaced than this are unlikely to have been occupied by the same group in

a single sequence of movements. Instead, Thorley (1998a:182) attributes the

clustered patterning to 'the cumulative build-up of long-term use of the general
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environment with varying degrees of overlap in the placement of repeated

occupation'.

So, can the clustered patterning of rock art complexes identified within some parks be

attributed to the long-term use of the general precinct over time, and if so, what

additional factors contribute to the preference shown in the selection of particular

locations within the cluster as the major focus for the production of rock art? First,

the chronological analysis in the previous chapter attests to the long-term production

of rock art at most complexes where engravings are found, and therefore, by

extension, a concomitant long-term use of the general environment associated with

them. In order to address the second part of the question posed above, I compared the

cluster of six complexes in the vicinity of the Horn Valley (from west to east, Gorge

A, Gorge B, Gorge C, Roma Main Gorge, Gorge D and Gorge E, see Figure 7.3)

located in parallel north-south orientated gorges, which dissect the range forming the

headwaters of the Davenport River. While all the gorges contain some rock art,

Gorge E and Roma Main Gorge have been the major focus for the production of

engravings (see Table 5.11) and extensive concentrations of artefacts on the sandy

flats at either end of these two gorges indicate that occupation within the valleys has

centred on these campsites. As the distance between the most easterly and most

westerly gorges, Gorge E and Gorge A, is less than 10 kilometres (within a single

foraging range), the same variety of plant and animal resources would have been

available (albeit at different foraging costs) to people camped at any one of the gorges

so that the preference shown for the two most heavily engraved gorges cannot be

attributed simply to differential resource availability. Equally, the flats that abut each

gorge provide similar suitable campsites and the geological formations within each

gorge offer similar rock surfaces for the production of rock art.

The topography of the gorges differs with Gorges A and D formed as open gaps with

flat sandy stretches along the gorge floors providing easy thoroughfares across the

range, while in contrast, the other gorges are narrower and steeper with access

obstructed by rocky bars and fallen boulders. The contrast between the topography of

the gorges and the variations in the ease of access do not appear to have influenced

the selection of locations for the production of rock art. There is however, a

significant difference in the availability of reliable water resources between the
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heavily engraved gorges and the other four gorges. Deeper, more reliable rockholes

occur in the Main Gorge (Plate 7.1) and Gorge E, while ephemeral sources collect in

shallow rockholes or in subsurface supplies at Gorges A, B, C and D. Surface water

would only have been available in the latter gorges immediately after rain, so that

campsites would most commonly be established adjacent to the more reliable

supplies. Pressure on resources such as firewood at the most frequently or most

heavily used locations, may have led groups to establish camps adjacent to the less

reliable water sources when the opportunity arose after rain thus producing the

overlapping clustered pattern evident in the archaeological record at a number of

parks.

A similar relationship between larger rock art assemblages and more substantial

supplies of water can be identified at other clustered complexes such as Rainbow

Valley, Ooraminna and Arltunga. No such clear correspondence between

assemblage size and water availability is evident at Watarrka where thirteen

complexes have been recorded. This may be because abundant water could be

accessed at regular intervals along the base of the George Gill Range in spring fed

waterholes (Figure 7.4).

The composition of the rock art assemblages in each of the six gorges at Roma also

demonstrates an overlapping pattern. Gorge A contains several ephemeral rockholes,

a small engraved assemblage of circles and tracks and two rockshelters with drawings

and handstencils, indicating that this complex continued to be used into the recent

past. Gorges B and C contain a small number of engraved motifs in similar classes to

those recorded in Roma Main Gorge including complex pole, circle and pit and lizard

motifs as well as macro and bird tracks and trails. Three shelters within a rocky

outcrop along the flood-out of Gorge C contain small rock art assemblages including

handstencils, handprints and a distinctive painted snake motif. Gorge D also contains

three rockshelters located in a narrow side gorge, which feature painted and stencilled

motifs. The most distinctive motifs are painted trail/human tracks and ovals

encircling natural holes eroded in the sandstone along the back walls of the only

heavily painted shelter (Plate 7.2). All but one rockshelter located in the Roma

Gorge area contained some art. The decorated rockshelters were small and did not fit

the general parameters outlined in Chapter 5 for rockshelters normally preferred for
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human occupation, but as they were the best or only shelters available, pigment rock

art had been produced in them. The four shelters that provide the best protection

contain larger motif assemblages and a wider range of evidence of occupation.

Gorge D, also contains a small assemblage of engraved circles and track motifs with a

panel of two intaglio lizard motifs at the gorge entrance. Roma Main Gorge contains

2526 motifs in 81 motif classes, 72 of which are found amongst the 77 motif classes

at Gorge E where 1727 motifs have been produced. While some motifs are

numerically more significant at one or other gorge and each contains examples of

unique motifs, the assemblages at both gorges are similar with complex pole, circle

and pit, circle and oval motifs forming distinctive aspects of both assemblages. Long

tracks other/tail line, tracks/other, trail of dots, as well as long trails of macropod track

classes, are a feature at both locations.

The considerable overlap in the content and composition of the assemblages suggests

that the rock art at all the gorges has been produced by similar groups of people over a

similar period of time under similar circumstances. The spatial patterning identified

in the rock art assemblage in the Roma Gorge area, therefore, can also be attributed to

the cumulative build-up of long-term use of the area with varying degrees of overlap

in the places chosen for the production of rock art. This patterning suggests that the

significance of the Roma Gorge area may have been general, rather than being

restricted to a particular gorge or place and that the production of rock art in any one

of the gorges may have been part of the conventions of the production of rock art at

that time. Later, the ethnographic record indicates that sacred locations are likely to

be limited to a single rockshelter or panel.

This hypothesis would also explain the spatial patterning of the three complexes at

Rainbow Valley, but the distinct differences in the chronology and content of the art

assemblages between the three complexes at Arltunga suggests that while Joker

Gorge has remained the focus for the production of rock art over a period of time,

Arltunga/Waterhole with only two relatively recent engravings and Arltunga/

Rockshelter with a single freshly painted concentric circle motif, do not conform to

the long-term overlapping pattern. Chronological differences may also be responsible

for the distribution of complexes at Finke Gorge National Park where Palm Valley 6
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is considered to be a post-contact site. However, the overlapping range of the other

three engraved complexes in this area conforms to the pattern identified in the Roma

Gorge vicinity. At Ooraminna, the form and content of the art at Ooraminna

Bushcamp is similar to panels of painted motifs at Ooraminna Waterhole, while the

overhang in the Ooraminna Range contains a very small contrasting assemblage of

handstencils. Although the Bushcamp and Range complexes have some evidence for

occupation associated with them, the major focus in the area has been at the Rockhole

complex. Based on the similarity in the art, the Bushcamp and Waterhole complexes

may be more accurately described as 'linked', and with the evidence available, little

can be concluded about the relationship between the Range complex and the other

Ooraminna complexes.

In contrast to the clustering of complexes in some Parks, surveys within the West

MacDonnell, Finke Gorge and the Trephina Gorge National Parks identified a number

of permanent or at the very least, reliable waterholes where little or no rock art is

found. In the West MacDonnell National Park, (Figure 7.5), reliable waterholes at

Simpsons Gap, Ormiston Gorge, Serpentine Gorge, Glen Helen, Salt Hole (recent

non-Aboriginal engravings related to astrology were recorded at this location) and

Redbank Gorge, and at Standley Chasm in an area excised from the Park, no evidence

of rock art was located although painted and drawn rock art is present at Arrenge, a

waterhole in the same vicinity as Simpsons Gap. In the east MacDonnell Range, no

art was located at Hayes Waterhole and Ruby Gap although painted rock art was

recorded in Trephina Gorge and Heavitree, Emily and Jessie Gaps where surface

water is available after rain. In the Finke Gorge National Park, very small, engraved

assemblages are known from or recorded at Boggy Hole and Irbmankara (Running

Waters) along the Finke River and at Palm Creek (where two painted motifs were also

recorded), all locations where reliable water is available. All rock art complexes are

associated with water, however minor or temporary the source. But the dependability

of the water source alone is not an accurate indicator of the presence of rock art or of

the size or composition of the assemblage in central Australia. Rock art research has

traditionally centred on sites where rock art is known to occur but I have argued (Ross

& Abbott 2000, following Bradley 1998, 2000; Hartley & Vawser 1998) that a

broader view which looks at the entire landscape should help identify the factors that
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influenced the selection of particular locations and the exclusion of others for the

production of rock art (see also Tacon et al. 1997).

In order to isolate the factors which may have influenced the choice past humans

made in relation to the production of rock art, a study was undertaken on 23 water

sources comparing the topography, type of water source, the reliability of the water

source, the geology of the location, presence or absence of stone artefacts and the

mythological associations. Seven sites in the West MacDonnell Ranges (listed in the

previous paragraph, Figure 7.5) did not contain rock art although they were classified

as reliable water sources (Ross & Abbott 2000). All water sources in the sample have

known mythological associations recorded in the ethnographic literature and/or

remain significant sites for Aboriginal people today. Stone artefact scatters were

found at both ephemeral and permanent water although exceptionally good seasonal

conditions combined with introduced grass species meant that ground visibility at

many of the more reliable water sources was extremely low at the time of recording

so no detailed assessment of the artefact assemblages could be made. Evidence of the

force and height of recent flood waters at many of the waterholes suggested that open

sites in these areas are likely to have been repeatedly scoured away (see also Brown

1987; Kimber 1996:92). The collection of artefacts, especially formal tool types, has

also depleted assemblages in these areas where tourist numbers are high.

Despite these limitations, the survey results demonstrated that scatters of stone tools

at sites with ephemeral water were consistently found to be more extensive in area

and to have richer assemblages than those recorded at reliable water sources. Some of

the largest engraved site complexes such as Rainbow Valley, Ewaninga, Roma Gorge,

N'Dhala Gorge and Art Complex A, where people would have had to depend on

ephemeral water supplies, have associated artefact scatters extending over hundreds

of square metres (cf. Edwards 1971:359). Thorley (1998a; 2001) had previously

identified a similar relationship between stone tool assemblage size and composition

and reliability of water supplies in the Palmer River catchment to the east of the

George Gill Range, where he recorded the largest and most varied artefact assemblage

at Storm Creek associated with ephemeral rockholes, while in contrast, a smaller

assemblage was associated with reliable spring fed waterholes at Mara Creek. A

similar relationship between the engraved assemblage and ephemeral water was
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identified across the entire database and when tested the relationship was found to be

statistically significant although no corresponding pattern could be established for

rock art produced using pigment techniques (Table 4.12). Both the larger artefact

assemblages and engraved rock art assemblages are more likely to be located at

ephemeral water sources.

An analysis of the relationship between the technique used to produce rock art, the

lithic substrate and the degree of water reliability demonstrates that engravings were

only recorded at one gorge with a substrate classified as Heavitree Quartzite

(Arltunga/Jokers Gorge), suggesting that the density of the rock surface may have

been a deterrent to the production of engravings. The water source associated with

the engravings at Jokers Gorge, however, was classified as ephemeral. As six of the

seven reliable water sources without rock art included in the survey were found in

Heavitree Quartzite, it may be that they were considered unsuitable for engraving by

past artists although four painted sites in the MacDonnell Range are located at

complexes where the lithic substrate was recorded as Heavitree Quartzite so that the

absence of painted art cannot be attributed to geological factors. A more detailed

analysis of the distribution of the techniques used to produce rock art and the

relationship between varying lithic substrates follows in Section 7.5.

There is a possibility that pigment art had been present at the reliable waterholes in

the past but has subsequently washed, eroded or faded away over time, as there are a

number of instances where previously recorded rock art motifs have disappeared over

the last century in central Australia (Chapter 3). It seems unlikely, considering the

condition of other pigment rock art sites in the area, that taphonomic processes would

have claimed entire art complexes in one restricted geographic context in that time.

The results of the survey demonstrate that the absence of rock art at some sites cannot

be attributed to any single one of the selected variables alone. What remains clear is

that a series of gorges and gaps in the surveyed area of the Western MacDonnell

Ranges, which contain reliable water that would have provided vital reserves in time

of severe drought, do not appear to have been used for the production of rock art.

Other reliable water sources along the Finke and its tributaries have only minor

engraved assemblages associated with them. The implications of the absence and
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incidence of rock art complexes in the West MacDonnell Ranges are discussed later

in this chapter.

7.3 Homogeneity of motif class distribution

The continued use of similar motif classes through time was demonstrated in the

previous chapter. There is also homogeneity in the distribution of motif classes across

the region. To demonstrate this, I have divided the research area into four arbitrary

regions (with motif numbers per area as similar as complex distribution would allow)

and compared the presence or absence of motif classes within the four areas (Figure

7.6). Comparative analysis demonstrates that there is consistent use of a very similar

core motif range across the region (Table 7.1). Rather than list the large numbers of

motifs distributed in all areas, I have listed only the motifs that are not present in each

area. The regional homogeneity claimed by previous researchers is real, even when

the art assemblage is split into 110 classes.

Table 7.1 Motif classes absent from arbitrary spatial divisions in central Australia

North West Area North East Area
Anthropomorph/headdress Birdtrail/transverse
Anthropomorph/weapons Camel
Camel Horse
Invert/concent/ U shape Tracks/other/tail line
Macropod
Oval/crosshatch
Oval/fern
Rectalinear/bar/fringe
Spoked circle/dots
TOTAL 101 CLASSES
MOTIFS

7952 TOTAL 106 CLASSES
MOTIFS

5693

South West Area South East Area
Anthropomorph/headdress Boomerang
Anthropomorph/weapons Camel
Amorphous shape Circle/joined/lines
Birdtack/silhouette/spur Curved rake
Concentric U shape Horse
Concent/circle and pit Other object
Curved rake Quadruped
Invert/concent/ U shape Snake
Oval/crosshatch Tracks/other/tail line
Oval/fern
Oval/infill
Spoked circle
Spoked circle/dots
Striped design
Thick outline circle
Topview quadruped
TOTAL 94 CLASSES
MOTIFS

4233 TOTAL 101 CLASSES 3206 MOTIFS
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7.4 Motif classes with spatially limited distribution

The broad-scaled regional homogeneity of many aspects of the rock art assemblage

has been clearly demonstrated both spatially and chronologically. Table 7.1

demonstrates that there are several motif classes, which have similar discrete and

limited spatial distributions (Figure 7.7). Two classes of distinctive decorated oval

type motifs (called shield motifs by Galt-Smith 1997:183; Gunn in prep);

oval/crosshatch and oval/fern are restricted to the eastern portion of the study area and

only one example of oval/infill (Plate 7.3) was recorded outside the eastern area. A

number of other motifs are restricted to the eastern area including

anthropomorph/weapons and anthropomorph/headdress (Plate 7.4), while all but one

engraved anthropomorph (Roma Gorge E) are also found in the east although drawn

anthropomorphs, probably related to post-contact activities, are found in the Watarrka

complexes in the west. Additional anthropomorph/headdress and

anthropomorph/weapon figures have been recorded at other art sites in the east at

Kwerlpe and Therreyererte (Therirrerte Gunn 1995e, 1993a). Painted striped motifs

are also restricted to the eastern area where they are visually dominant at three

complexes (Plate 7.5) and present at three additional complexes but abraded striped

motifs have been recorded in the northwestern area. The exact location of the sacred

site of Indiana which also contains a large painted striped design (Chapter 3) was not

revealed to me and may fall just to the west of arbitrary southeastern area. Although

not recorded in this research, Rosenfeld has been told of the presence of painted

striped motifs in the western areas but has not visited the sites where they occur

(Rosenfeld personal communication). Conversely, some motifs classes are restricted

to the western areas including tracks/other/tail line (engraved Roma Main Gorge,

Gorge E and painted at Watarrka/Lilla) and a group of motifs, probably produced as a

response to post-contact activities, including horses, camels and quadrupeds

(Watarrka complexes and Palm Valley 6).

The limited spatial distribution of a number of distinctive (but not numerically

abundant) motifs clustered in the eastern area of central Australia is of particular

interest in an assemblage that is otherwise remarkably homogeneous. The visual

dominance of many of the decorated oval motifs, the striped panels and the adorned

anthropomorph motifs suggests that these motifs may have held particular relevance
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to the society that produced them. Ethnographic evidence demonstrates that this was

certainly the case for the striped panels at the turn of the nineteenth century (Chapter

3) and it remains so today. The limited spatial distribution of these motifs could

indicate that they were related to a practice, activity or belief that had not yet spread

to or become established in the west. The implications of the spatial distribution of

this group of motifs will be explored further later in this chapter.

7.5 Spatial distribution of technique

An analysis of the spatial distribution of rock art techniques across the region

demonstrates that engraving, painting, stencilling and drawing are widespread with

minor variations in distribution (Figure 7.8). Engravings are not found at Emily and

Jessie Gaps or at Arrenge and Trephina Gorge, all complexes where the lithic

substrate is hard quartzite. The density of the rock surface in Joker Gorge at Arltunga

did not preclude the production of engravings at that complex so that it cannot be

assumed that rock density is the only factor which influenced the choice of the

technique used to produce the rock art at these sites (Ross & Abbott 2000, Section

7.2). In support of this argument, painting and stencilling have been preferred over

engraving at a number of complexes spread across the region where the lithic

substrate is sandstone (e.g. Arltunga/Rockshelter, Palm Valley 6, Glen Thirsty,

Ooraminna Bushcamp, Hugh River, Watarrka/Bagot Central, Watarrka/ Penny

Springs, Watarrka/Cypress Creek). It may well be that complexes where pigment art

is found exclusively are amongst those more recently selected for the production of

rock art, if as I have argued in the previous chapter, all pigment art visible today is

relatively recent in origin.

There is also a range of complexes spread across the region, where the rock art has

been produced exclusively using engraving techniques (e.g. Arltunga/Waterhole,

Ewaninga, Ellery Creek, Roma/Main Gorge, Gorge B and Gorge E, Palm Valley 5,

Itaratharra and Irbmankara) but as it has been established in the previous chapter that

engraved motifs continued to be produced into the recent past, conclusions cannot be

drawn on the relative chronology of the assemblages at these complexes as a whole

without the support of independent chronological evidence. At many of these
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complexes the chronological evidence suggests a continued production of motifs

through time.

Most of the complexes where rock art is limited to engraved techniques are located at

rocky outliers, on open rock-shelves or in gorges where sheltered rock panels or

rockshelters were not available for the production of pigment motifs. It also became

evident during the extensive survey work I undertook for this thesis that vast numbers

of suitable rock faces and rockshelters throughout the entire region have not been

selected for the production of rock art even though water supplies were comparable to

those at rock art complexes (see above). Rather, individual sites where motifs are

found are likely to attract additional motifs in a range of techniques, which suggests

that particular locations held, and continued to hold, significance beyond others.

The spatial distribution of hand motifs identified in this analysis suggests that it is

improbable that the production of handstencils or other hand motifs was related to

boundary maintenance as has been suggested by Thorley & Gunn (1996) (see Chapter

3). The spatial distribution of handstencils, handprints and drawn hand outlines

(Figure 7.9) demonstrates that these techniques are commonly used throughout the

region rather than clustering on the boundaries of ethnographically recorded linguistic

areas (Thorley & Gunn 1996). Sites in the Dulcie Range and complexes at Watarrka

and Puritjarra contain large assemblages of hand motifs but smaller assemblages are

also found throughout the study area. Handstencils were recorded at Glen Thirsty as

well as Puritjarra, indicating that their distribution is not limited to the Central Desert

(cf. Gould 1980) (Chapter 3).

An analysis of the spatial distribution of drawn motifs was undertaken to determine if

the patterning of sites where these motifs are found reflected the movement of

Aboriginal populations resulting from post-contact activities (Frederick 1997; Kimber

1991B). If charcoal drawing had been adopted as an expedient technique for the

production of rock art, following the disruption of traditional lifestyles resulting from

the introduction of pastoralism and other European activities, it could be expected that

rock art produced in this manner would cluster in areas where pastoral duties were

undertaken or around towns or mission stations where Aboriginal people began to

congregate. Figure 7.8 shows that drawings do not cluster in this way, but rather,
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charcoal and ochre drawings have been added to many of the existing painted or

stencilled sites throughout the region or at least, produced in shelters in areas where

other rock art is found. I have argued that charcoal and ochre crayons were already in

use prior to any significant disruption to tradition life (Chapter 6). The widespread

distribution of drawn motifs across the region supports the contention that the

incorporation of drawing as a means of rock art production was undertaken prior to

contact with Europeans. The range of drawn contact motifs produced attests to the

continued use of this medium well past initial interaction between Aborigines and the

newcomers, evidence that many aspects of traditional life continued into the twentieth

century in some form despite the disruptions caused by pastoralism and other

European endeavours. It can be argued that drawing, rather than being a technique

adopted as a response to the shortage of ochre or time, had been and continued to be,

a preferred technique for the production of some rock art. Significantly, those people

producing drawn motifs had, in most cases, selected the same rockshelters, panels or

complexes as those selected for the production of rock art created using other

techniques.

7.6 Spatial distribution of repeated motifs

Repetition is a commonly used and prominent principle in the structuring of the

central Australian rock art assemblage with motif classes repeated across techniques

and throughout the entire period of production of rock art (Chapters 5 and 6).

An analysis of the spatial distribution of the most commonly produced or repeated

motif classes at each rock art complex was undertaken in order to identify preferences

in the production of particular motif classes between complexes and across the region.

A scale of motif ranges was formulated so that complexes with the highest number of

motifs were adequately represented. At complexes where more than 500 motifs were

recorded, the 5 most common motifs were plotted. At complexes with 250-499, the 4

most common motifs were recorded, at complexes with 100-249 motifs, the 3 most

common motifs were recorded, at complexes with 5-99, the 2 most common motifs

were recorded and when there were <5 motifs only the most common motif was

recorded (Table 7.2).
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All 36 motifs classes classified amongst the most common motifs at a complex were

plotted onto individual maps in order to assess the spatial distribution.

Table 7.2 Classes of most common motifs in the assemblage at the number
complexes in which the y dominate.

Motif class 500+ 250-499 100-249 5-99 <5 TOTAL
Hand 7complexes 4complexes 9complexes 7complexes 26complexes
Circle 10 3 4 4 21
Birdtrack/linear 4 2 4 4 12
Macro/simple/random 9 1 1 11
Macro track/simple 8 1 9
Vertical lines/random 4 2 1 7
Meandering line 4 1 1 1 7
Concentric circle<4 2 1 2 1 6
Concentric circle>3 1 2 2 5
Circle and pit 2 2 1 5
Boomerang 2 1 1 1 5
Birdtrack/silhouette 3 1 4
Oval 2 2 4
Line 1 2 1 4
Macro trail 12 1 1 1 3
Striped design 2 1 3
Radiating circle 1 1 2
Inverted U shape 1 1 2
Anthropomorph 1 1 2
Fern 1 1 2
Macro/heel 14 1 1 2
Other object 1 1 2
Horizontal/vert/lines 1 1 2
Birdtrack/linear/spur 1 1 2
Barred oval 1 1
Arc 1 1
Horse 1 1
Quadruped 1 1
Fingermarks 1
Barred circle 1 1
Paws 1 1
Oval/infill 1 I
Radiating fan 1 1
Pecked area 1 1
Amorphous shape 1 1
Macro/toe 16 1 1

The distribution of the most common motifs across the region (Table 7.2)

demonstrates that despite the spread in the distribution of motif classes across the

region (Table 7.1), there are clear preferences shown for the repeated production of

different motifs at different complexes. With the exception of handstencils, which

were dominant in many Watarrka complexes, preferred motifs did not cluster across

the landscape. There is an emphasis on different motifs at different complexes and
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motifs are not consistently produced in the same proportions (cf. Edwards 1966, 1971,

Chapter 3; Layton 1992:236).

The motif class preferences reflect, in part, the motif preferences within the technique

that is most dominant at any complex. For example, circle and pit and pecked area

motifs are amongst the most common motifs at engraved complexes (Roma Main

Gorge, Ewaninga). Macro trail/simple, fern, circle, concentric circle <4 motifs are

also amongst the most common at large engraved complexes, but they also occur at

painted sites as well. Similarly, barred circle motifs occur amongst painted and

engraved assemblages (Arltungallokers Gorge, Arltunga/Rockshelter, N'Dhala

Gorge, Glen Thirsty, Puritjarra). Boomerang, hand and other object classes reflect the

motif preferences at complexes where stencilling is prominent (e.g. Ilbilla,

Watarrka/Petermann, Watarrka/Atalpi, Watarrka/NE Plateau, Watarrka/NE Ridge),

horse, anthropomorph and vertical lines/ random, a preference at complexes where

drawing is common (e.g. Palm Valley 6, Watarrka/Bagot Central, Watarrka/Cypress,

Watarrka/NE Ridge, Watarrka/NE Plateau) and striped design, oval/infill and

fingermarks, a preference at sites where painting is the most frequently used

technique (Emily & Jessie Gaps, Ooraminna Bushcamp).

The repeated production of a single motif on an individual panel or face was also a

common practice in the central Australian assemblage (Table 5.22). For example, a

35 m2, sloping slab (Face 48, 'Fawn 1992) at the southern entrance to Roma Main

Gorge is densely engraved with more than 150 circle and pit, concentric circle and pit

and organic circle motifs (Figure 7.10). Repetition on a panel or face was measured

empirically at a level set arbitrarily to 'a single motif class, repeated 10 or more

times'. For example, four motif classes were recorded as repeated on Face 48 (Figure

7.10); circle and pit, concentric circle and pit, organic circle and macro track/simple.

Motifs were counted on each panel or face recorded on the database but were only

included once for each site complex in Table 7.3 even if they were repeated in the

same way on other panels in the same complex. Repetition is an even more common

practice than Table 7.3 indicates.
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Table 7.3 Repeated motifs within a panel or face at each complex

Complex Motif Repeated on Face or Panel
Emily Gap Striped design
Trephina Gorge Radiating circle, series of vertical lines
Ellery Creek Circle and pit
Ilbilla Handprint
Wallace Rockhole Handstencil, concentric circle >3, meandering line, macro track/simple,

organic circle, birdtrack/silhouette
Puritj arra Handstencil, oval, birdtrack/linear, birdtrack/silhouette
Glen Thirsty Macro/heel 14
N'Dhala Main Gorge Concentric circle>3, macro track/simple, macro simple random
N'Dhala Side Gorge Birdtrack/silhouette, circle and pit, macro/toe 15
Ewaninga Meandering line, circle, macro track/simple, birdtrack/silhouette, pecked

area
Roma Gorge C Handprint
Roma Main Gorge Circle and pit, birdtrack/linear, concentric circle<4, macro trail/simple,

concentric arcs, organic circle, macro trail 12, boomerang, concentric
circle and pit, concentric circle >3, macro/simple/random

Roma Gorge D Handstencil, oval,
Roma Gorge E Circle and pit, macro track/simple, fern, oval, circle, macro/simple

random
Kuyunba Inverted u shape, oval, vertical lines/random, handprint, circle
Rainbow Valley Handstencil, radiating fan, birdtrack/linear, birdtrack/silhouette, macro

track/simple, organic oval, macro trail/simple, spoked circle, macro/trail
15, macro/simple/random

Watarrka/Bagot Creek Macro trail/simple
Watarrka/Bagot/Central Handprint
Watarrka/Petermann Handstencil
Watarrka/Stokes Creek Handstencil, hand-outlines, concentric circle >3, circle, meandering line,

vertical/lines/random
Watarrka/Lilla Handstencil, macro trail/simple
Watarrka/Penny Spings Handstencil
Watarrka/Atalpi Handstencil
Watarrka/Kathleen Springs Handstencil
Watarrka/Wanga Organic circle, birdtrack/linear
Watarrka/NE Plateau Handstencil, quadruped, circle
Watarrka/NE Ridge Handstencil, handprint
Orange Creek Organic circle, concentric circle <4
Hugh River Handprint
Dulcie Range Handstencil, birdtrack/silhouette, macro/toe 15
Buka Birdtrack/linear
Art Complex A Birdtrail/silhouette, macro track/simple, circle and pit, solid circle,

macro/toe 16, organic circle, paws, macro trail/simple, macro/simple
random, macro/trail 14

*Handstencils, handprints and hand-outlines are all classified into the hand motif class

Repetition within panels at this high rate is common at complexes with large

assemblages in central Australia. If the empirical measure of repetitions had been

dropped to a lower number than 10 in the same motif class per face, vast numbers of

faces would have been included and a number of additional motif classes added to

those listed here as repeated (Plate 7.6).
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Some motifs especially macro track classes and circle and pit motifs have been

repeated innumerable times on selected faces. At the southern ends of Roma Main

Gorge and Roma Gorge E, sloping bedrock faces, and the lower sections of the gorge

wall have been so densely covered with shallow engravings of macro tracks and other

motifs that they are impossible to decipher today. Repetition on these faces has been

intense with little regard shown by later artists for the previous engravings (Plate 7.7).

Significantly, motifs from pecked, painted, stencilled, printed and drawn assemblages

are included in the repeated classification indicating that repetition on a single face

was a principle that was adopted or endured across all the major techniques. As

would be expected, 25 of the motif classes included in the motifs repeated 10 or more

times on a panel are also amongst those classified as most commonly used within

individual complexes as outlined in Table 7.2. These motifs then, are not only

repeated often enough at a complex to be classified as common, but are also repeated

in a constrained space within the complex. Repetition within a complex also occurs

in a less constrained way with motif classes repeated on adjacent faces or in the same

general area. For example, spoked circles are found engraved on rocky shelves

adjacent to a sandy flat at Rainbow Valley where ten spoked circles in varying sizes

overlie each other on one face and additional spoked circle motifs are also repeated on

numerous faces nearby (Plate 7.8). Similar motifs were recorded at other locations

throughout the complex as well as in the painted assemblage at Rainbow

Valley/Central.

Repetition of two motif classes, identified as separate classes for recording purposes,

but which are similar in form in many respects, have been produced repeatedly on the

same face at some locations. At N'Dhala Gorge, anthropomorph/headdress and

oval/fern have been superimposed over each other on a vertical slab at the head of a

flat within the gorge (Figure 7.11) and at Roma Gorge E, fern and complex pole

motifs have been pecked into a large slab of bedrock adjacent to the main rockhole

(Figure 7.12). A similar combination of fern and complex pole motifs was recorded

in the painted assemblage at Watarrka/NE Plateau (Figure 7.13). What is particularly

intriguing with these repeated motifs is that although they share a common form

(central line, radiating lines, symmetry) each motif is unique with differences in the

way that elements of the form are arranged, or in the proportion or detail of the motif.
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This suggests that the classification methods adopted in this thesis may be masking a

considerable amount of intentional repetition.

Repetition also occurs when the most common motifs are produced together on a

number of faces in the same precinct (Figure 7.14) resulting in a number of faces in

the same vicinity covered with similar array of motifs. In these cases the repetition is

less spatially constrained. This is also the case when similar distinctive motifs are

located on different faces throughout the complex as is evident with complex poles at

Roma Main Gorge where groups of these motifs have been pecked into a number of

spatially discrete faces (Figure 7.15). Significantly, this form of complex pole was

not recorded anywhere else in the region

Repetition is produced in many configurations and is a widespread practice

throughout central Australian. Motifs are repeated within individual panels or faces,

within sites, within complexes, across techniques, and across the region and through

time. Repetition, homogeneity and persistence have all been used as structuring

principles in the construction of the central Australian rock art assemblage.

7.7 Spatial distribution of re-marking of motifs

The distribution of abraded, pebraded, repainted, re-marked and outlined motifs is

also widespread across central Australia although fourteen of the small complexes

(single sites, or few sites) with engraved, painted or stencilled assemblages do not

contain re-marking of any type. The distribution of particular types of re-marking

corresponds to the techniques most commonly utilised within complexes so that

outlined motifs are found at painted and stencilled complexes (Figure 7.17). For

example, charcoal outlines have been added to many of the stencilled hands and

objects at Watarrka/NE Plateau while pebraded and abraded motifs are found in

association with engraved assemblages like those at N'Dhala Gorge where three

eroded larger than life-sized bird motifs (emus) have been abraded over the entire area

of their bodies and vestigial wings (Figure 7.16). The overlay of paint on the large

striped panels at Emily and Jessie Gaps provides evidence of the repainting of these

designs (Plate 7.9), while differences in colour and form indicate that macro trails at

Watarrka/Kathleen have been added to after the initial painting. The similarities
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between these examples where the template of the underlying form is followed or the

area within the motif is rubbed, suggests that the various types of re-marking could be

considered to be variations of the same practice with the most appropriate technique

selected from within the range of re-marking strategies according to convention. The

use of charcoal outlines suggests that some forms of re-marking continued into the

recent past.

Ethnographic accounts (see Chapter 3) record that repainting or the rubbing or

pounding of particular rock surfaces in central Australia was undertaken as part of

maintenance or increase rituals. Gunn (2000a:121), who has visited such re-marked

sites in the region with Traditional Custodians, recorded that Custodians state that re-

marking emphasises the ongoing importance of particular motifs in the assemblage

and based on this evidence, Gunn suggests a ritual significance for such motifs. Gunn

(in prep) also argued that 'all large and prominent motifs within Arrernte country that

have been rejuvenated are or were once atywerrenge-designs' (sacred designs).

Although it is clear that repainted or abraded motifs retain their significance for

Aboriginal Custodians today, it cannot be assumed that these motifs held the same

significance in the past.

A total of 371 motifs in 67 motif classes have been recorded as re-marked across the

region in a variety of techniques. In order to demonstrate the spatial distribution, I

have plotted the most commonly re-marked motifs in each of the four re-marking

techniques onto the four areas illustrated in Figure 7.6 (Table 7.4).

Table 7.4 Spatial distribution of the most common motif classes in four re-marking
techniques
Method of

re-
marking

Motif class Number
of

motifs

North/west
area

North/east
area

South/east
area

South/west
area

Outline hand
boomerang
snake

57
4
4

X
X
X

X X X
X

Abraded birdtrack/lin/spur 15 X
birdtrack linear 45 X X X
birdtrack silhouette 9 X

Pebraded birdtrack silhouette 11 X X X
birdtrail/silhouette 8 X X X
macro heel 14 8 X X

Re-marked concentric circle 10 X X X X
Repainted >3 10 X X

striped design
circle

9 X X X X
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Track motifs feature most commonly in the abraded and pebraded assemblages,

stencilled motifs in the outline category and painted motifs in the re-marked/repainted

category. Motifs selected for re-marking included classes recorded amongst those

most commonly repeated, as well as those repeated more than 10 times on a face or

panel and additional classes from those with lower overall numbers and a number

such as striped designs and concentric circles that are classified as visually dominant.

7.8 Spatial distribution of associated rock art traditions

Associated rock art traditions are also widespread (Figure 7.18) but are rarely present

at smaller complexes consisting of one, or just a few sites that contain small numbers

of motifs. Pigment art complexes without associated rock art traditions include

Trephina Gorge, Arrenge, Palm Valley 6, Palm Creek, Arltunga/Rockshelter,

Watarrka/Bagot Creek, Watarrka/Kathleen Springs and Ooraminna Bushcamp, while

Palm Valley 5, Watarrka/Kings Creek and Itaratharra are the only engraved

complexes without associated rock art traditions.

Taken separately, there is no spatial clustering or discontinuity evident in the

distribution of individual traditions across the region. All five of the associated rock

art traditions were recorded at most of the larger engraved complexes such as Dulcie

Range, Wallace Rockhole, Rainbow Valley, Art Complex A and Roma Main Gorge.

These findings lend support to the premise that particular locations became the focus

for a wide range of activities associated with the production of rock art.

7.9 Spatial distribution of unique motifs

Within the motifs recorded in the central Australian assemblage, there are a number of

unique motifs that do not fit within the descriptive parameters formulated for the 110

motif classes. Fifty nine unique motifs were classified as complex motifs and fifty six

as various (Table 5.11). Motifs in both these classes were produced in a variety of

techniques with the largest proportion of both classes engraved. Complex motifs

were recorded at 8 rock art complexes spread across the region, and various at 18

complexes. The inclusion of 115 unique motifs within the database may reflect the
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inevitable subjectivity of the classification system, but putting this aside, the spatial

distribution of these unique motifs demonstrates that there was some small degree of

innovation in the creation of motif classes across the region within the general

framework of repetition and persistence of core motif classes.

Unique motifs are particularly evident at larger engraving sites, in addition, a number

are found on the rock shelves in Finke Gorge National Park (Palm Valley 5 and

Itarartharra). At Itarartharra, two naturally occurring rectangular indentations in the

rocky ledges beside a creek-line, have had pecked meandering lines added to them.

These motifs incorporate the natural features of the rock formation with the rock art

although Traditional Custodians do not differentiate between the natural marks and

the engravings (Plate 7.10). Today, the motifs are interpreted by Custodians who

identify the indentations as representing two characters from the Alcheringa, twin

baby boys (one fat and one thin) who were believed to have been born at the site. The

pecked trails represent the marks the babies made as they crawled after their mother

towards Hermannsburg to the north (Conrad Ratara personal communication). By

combining conventional meandering lines, frequently interpreted as 'paths' (Munn

1973:135) with two natural indentations (see also Bradley 2000:68), the engraver has

created new and unique designs although the actual engraved portion is produced in a

form that is seen at other rock art complexes. In this way, a new motif has been

created.

7.10 Discussion

Although the spatial distribution of rock art complexes identified in this thesis is

directed by the location of National Parks, a number of patterns have been identified

in the association of geographic variables and rock art assemblages. First, there is a

preference shown for the production of engravings at complexes where the

predominant lithic substrate is sandstone rather than harder Heavitree Quartzite.

However, three complexes that feature painted and drawn rock art assemblages and

one that features engraved motifs, have been recorded on Heavitree Quartzite, so that

the density of the substrate alone does not account for the absence of rock art at some

waterholes formed in Heavitree Quartzite. Geological processes in central Australia

have resulted in a range in the density of the substrate at many complexes so that
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some fallen boulders within a gorge might be soft and friable sandstone, while shelves

of bedrock within a gorge, especially in areas subject to maximum water-flow, may

have eroded down to dense metamorphosed Heavitree Quartzite surfaces. In many

instances, these extremely hard surfaces have been engraved indicating that once a

complex has been selected as a 'place' for the production of engraved rock art, the

density of the substrate does not preclude the addition of further motifs and nor does it

preclude the production of pigment art.

Second, large engraved complexes are found at sites reliant on ephemeral water

supplies indicating that the production of extensive assemblages of engraved rock art

was not dependent on the permanence of the water source. There are a number of

reliable waterholes in the West MacDonnell Ranges, which would have provided vital

water supplies in times of severe drought, where rock art has not been found. It

cannot be assumed that the permanence of the water supply precluded the production

of rock art as some small, engraved complexes and a number of painted complexes

were recorded at sites associated with permanent springs. Small rock art complexes

were also recorded at locations where water sources (as they appear today), would

only provide minimal amounts of water immediately after rain. Small complexes

were also recorded at locations where the reliability of the water source would depend

on subsurface supplies. These findings support the contention that rock art complexes

are always associated with a water source, however, that water source may be a

permanent spring, a reliable waterhole, an ephemeral clay pan, rockhole or waterhole

which fills regularly after rain, subsurface water or shallow rockhole that fills

occasionally. I argue that it was not the permanence of the water that was the most

significant factor in the selection and ongoing use of an art complex, but rather that

the water supply was adequate to sustain the activities undertaken at the complex (cf.

Layton 1992:236). Larger engraved assemblages were produced at locations where

the water source was large enough to sustain a group of people for some considerable

time and reliable enough so that it could be depended upon to fill after rain.

The dense and overlapping pattern of stone tool discard identified by Thorley (1998a;

2001) and recorded at many of the large engraved complexes during this research,

suggests repeated and intense occupation of locations around selected ephemeral

water sources. Thorley (1998a:181) argued that optimal camping sites would ideally
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need to provide an unconstrained space for camping, access to a number of resources

in addition to water including suitable foraging and hunting ranges, availability of fire

wood, access to shelter and supplies of raw material for the production of artefacts.

All the large engraved complexes would have provided most, if not all, of these

requirements. The clustered distribution of rock art assemblages over an extended

range (e.g. Roma complexes) probably reflects the opportunistic utilisation of

temporary water supplies and the associated resources away from the major water

source, following rain. The engraving or painting of surfaces over a considerable area

suggests that the general vicinity may have been considered to be a 'significant place'

rather than significance being tightly constrained to one rock face, one rockshelter or

one gorge.

Ethnographic studies (Gould 1980; Myers 1986; Strehlow 1970) supported by

Thorley's recent archaeological research (1998a; 1998b, 2001) provide some

explanations for the preference shown for locations reliant on ephemeral water.

Gould (1980) recorded a distribution pattern where Aboriginal people in the Western

Desert split into small groups and foraged opportunistically around disparate

ephemeral waters after rain thus utilised widespread resources and conserving

permanent supplies for dryer times. Similarly, Strehlow (1947:135, 1965:143)

referred to permanent waterholes along the MacDonnell Ranges and Finke River as

conservation refugia used only sparingly so that they would provide reserves in time

of drought. Thorley (2001:1) concluded that utilising resources in this way was a

subsistence risk-minimising strategy in an arid and unpredictable environment.

The selection of locations for aggregations of large numbers of people would, by

necessity, have to consider everyday subsistence requirements

Thorley (1998a:183) pointed out that many of the permanent waters are situated in

rugged terrain in the MacDonnell Ranges with infertile rocky soils and few suitable

areas for camping adjacent to the water so that, while the sites would have provided

enough water and suitable rock surfaces for the production of rock art (although many

were hard quartzite), they were unlikely to provide the diversity of resources evident

at complexes where large assemblages of rock art have been recorded. Smith

(1993:41) has collated and ranked the food resources of various biogeographic areas

of the Australian desert, and while the scale of his research is coarser than that used in
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this thesis, his findings based on detailed ecological studies (Latz and Griffin

1978:184) show that `spinifex habitats in central Australia had the greatest variety of

plant food species, when compared to woodland and watercourse habitats', which

means that food resources were more diverse away from the more permanent water

sources. These findings go some way towards explaining the location of rock art

complexes at places where resources were abundant and water adequate. Strehlow

(1970:96) noted that the greatest ceremonial centres were at sites where water

supplies were only of a temporary nature, but that all were eminently suitable in good

seasons.

Accepting that abundant resources and adequate water were both prerequisites if

aggregation was to take place, there are many locations in central Australia with these

elements where rock art does not occur, indicating that additional non-ecological

factors influenced the choice of location for larger-scaled meetings. Although the

absence of a full survey of the region precludes me from being able to draw

conclusions about the spatial distribution of all rock art complex types, it is unlikely

that further large-scaled engraved complexes will be discovered although some have

yet to be recorded (e.g. Llalatuma) and many smaller unrecorded assemblages are

known to exist. Large engraved assemblages such as Rainbow Valley, Ewaninga,

N'Dhala Gorges, Roma Gorges and Wallace Rockhole and Art Complex A are not

clustered together but spread in what appears to be a random fashion around the

landscape. Each complex has particular totemic affiliations and the actions of

Ancestral Beings are understood to have occurred at these places so that all retain a

sacred significance today (Galt-Smith 1997). Analysis of the rock art at these

complexes showed that the assemblages had been added to over time (Chapter 6),

indicating that these sites have retained their significance for a considerable period of

time. I argue that once a location had been marked with rock art, the significance of

the location was likely to be recognised by later generations who added to the

assemblages over time, thus identifying the place as special.

Although there are preferred locations for the production of some types of rock art

with preference shown for particular lithic substrates and water sources, the absence

of both, or one of these factors, does not preclude the production of rock art. What

factors then could explain the absence of art sites within a contiguous area of the
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West MacDonnell Ranges at locations where reliable water is found? It has already

been suggested that, as these waterholes are found in Heavitree Quartzite, they may

not have been selected as preferred sites for the production of engravings. If we

accept that engraving is the earliest form of rock art likely to be evident today, then

the group of Heavitree Quartzite waterholes would have been overlooked in favour of

water sources found in sandstone substrates for the foundation of engraved

complexes. It has also been argued that once a locale has been marked as significant

with some form of rock art, it is likely to attract additional rock art with particular

locations becoming the focus for the production of engravings as motif numbers built

up over time. The differentiation between marked and unmarked locales would

become more obvious over time.

The paintings at the three complexes produced on Heavitree Quartzite, all appear to

be relatively recent in origin, as much of the pigment used to produce motifs at these

sites is thick and would be subject to flaking over extended periods of time so it is

likely that these sites were amongst the later complexes selected for the production of

rock art. Further, none of the engravings at the only complex (Arltunga/Jokers

Gorge) where all the motifs were produced on Heavitree Quartzite, were recorded as

patinated, indicating that this complex may also have recent origins. It seems likely

then, that the selection of Heavitree Quartzite as a substrate for the production of rock

art may have relatively recent origins. The spatial distribution of the Heavitree

Quartzite locales with rock art in the east of the region and those without rock art in

the West MacDonnell Ranges suggests differences in some form of activity associated

with the production of rock art between the two areas. The recent divergence between

east and west is emphasised by the differences in the distribution of several distinctive

motif classes that are confined to the eastern portions of the study area (Figure 7.7).

I have avoided the use of direct ethnographical analogy in this thesis, preferring

instead to use archaeological methodology. I speculate here that the differences in the

more recent rock art assemblages between the eastern and western areas of the region

may be explained by differences in social organisation and cultural practices. The

recent painting in the eastern region has been described by Gunn (in press). He

characterised eastern churinga ilkinia (atywerrenge designs) identified by Custodians

at pmara kutata (ampere kwetethe) as painted designs which are 'invariably the
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largest within the complex' and often 'at least double the size' of other painted motifs

within the site, usually bichrome and they commonly occur on vertical surfaces

associated with areas suitable for ceremony and many have been repainted, modified

or embellished. It appears however, that there are churinga ilkinia designs, which fall

outside these parameters as Gunn also recorded fresh, pounded, pebraded and abraded

motifs, which were recognised by Custodians as churinga ilkinia. It would appear

that identification of sacred motifs based on formal characteristics alone remains

problematic and that recognition of pmara kutata characterised by the presence of

painted motifs fitting this description would be unreliable. Many of the pmara kutata

sites in the western area of central Australia (Strehlow 1947, 1971) are devoid of rock

art, while others where rock art is present, are confined to engraved assemblages.

A number of sacred sites or pmara kutata are located within National Parks in the

western part of the region in the MacDonnell Ranges, on the Finke River and by

Ellery Creek. Few of these sites contain rock art. At Glen Helen (Japalpa) on the

Finke River, the Dreaming tells of the origin of humans when the first shapeless

human beings came into life on the bank beside the waterhole, while at

Roulbmaulbma a rockshelter on Ellery Creek, hundreds of honey-ant men were

believed to have originated (Strehlow 1947:50, 1965:139, Figure 7.19). Natural

landforms such as shapes in the cliff face at Glen Helen and a hole in the back of the

shelter at Roulbmaulbma are pointed out by present day Custodians as the significant

features of the sites. It is evident then that the production of rock art was not an

essential component of ceremonial activities at these locations in the recent past (Ross

& Abbott 2000) and it may be that the dramatic natural features of the western ranges

and riverine corridors were used to mark the activities of Ancestral Beings, rather than

rock art. The morphology of these natural features alone cannot be used to identify

locations that were of special significant in the past (Bradley 2000:35). The abrading

of otherwise unmarked boulders or faces recorded by Spencer and Gillen (1899, 1912,

1927) and Mountford (1976, see Chapter 3) emphasises that throughout the region,

natural features had been incorporated into the belief system as the embodiment of

Dreamtime Ancestors.

Glen Helen and Roulbmaulbma are located in country identified as Western and

Central Arrernte territory as are many of the other sacred gorge and gap sites devoid
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of rock art (Strehlow 1947, Figure 7.19). It may well be that the form of paintings

(churinga ilkinia) evident at pmara kutata sites in the eastern and southern Arrernte

territory today as well as those in the east of the central area, were a recent innovation

that had not yet spread to the western regions of central Australia. Pigment art sites in

the western region at Wallace Rockhole, Art Complex A, Ilbilla and Buka (as well as

a number of unrecorded shelters) contained small assemblages with high percentages

of handstencil and handprint motifs. One small shelter at Roma Gorge D contains a

greater number of motifs, and a similarly small shelter at Arrenge contains an isolated

bichrome spoked circle motif. Both assemblages at these western sites share some,

but not all, of the characteristics of painted churinga ilkinia described by Gunn (in

press) but little can be inferred from these similarities.

Present day Aboriginal Custodians identify the significance of engraved assemblages

at western locations but access to most assemblages is not currently restricted. One

exception is a panel with two pebraded, elongated/two lateral motifs overlooking the

gorge at Wallace Rockhole. These panels are not pointed out by Custodians or

discussed with tourists (and not reproduced in this thesis by request), which indicates

that engraved motifs may have taken on the role of churinga ilkinia motifs in the

western regions. The absence of descriptions or discussions concerning the role that

rock art played in the life of Aboriginal people in ethnographic accounts of the

western areas of the region cannot be explained. as other aspects of ritual life are well

documented (Chapter 3).

The incorporation of natural features into the beliefs of the Alcheringa together with

the continued production and incorporation of engraved assemblages in the west, may

partly account for the absence of the large churinga ilkinia motifs. It is also possible

that portable objects such as churinga, sacred poles, body decorations and

headdresses that are so well detailed in ethnographic accounts, may have usurped the

role of rock art in ritual activities in the Central, Western and Northern Arrernte areas

(Dick Kimber personal communication) while ground paintings may have been a

recent addition to the visual imagery involved in Walpiri ritual in the north

(Munn1973; Spencer & Gillen 1927).
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Strehlow's ethnographic accounts of central Australia (1947, 1965, 1970, 1971)

reveal other differences between eastern and western areas of Arrernte territories. The

area included under the name Arrernte (Aranda), includes all groups speaking the

Arrernte language but Strehlow is at pains to point out that there are many other

aspects of life that are not shared by this broadly defined group, indicating that

linguistic boundaries are poor indicators of social interaction immediately prior to

contact with Europeans. For example, Western Arrernte took wives from

neighbouring groups including Matuntara/Loritja and Kukatja in the south and west

(Figure 7.19) but marriages with Eastern Arrernte spouses were virtually unknown

and no marriages at all had occurred in living memory with Lower Southern Arrernte

(Strehlow 1970:98).

Strehlow (1947:71-72) also identified changes in social customs, ceremonies and

myths of the Lower southern Arrernte, which 'mark them off sharply' from Western

and Northern groups. In particular, churinga worship was noted to gradually decline

in Southern Arrernte areas with wooden churingas replacing those made of stone in

the north and west (Strehlow 1947:73). Evidence of the dynamic social changes in

the Arrernte linguistic area in recent times is demonstrated in the different kinship

systems adopted. Western, Northern and Central Arrernte groups lived in clearly

identified bounded clan areas associated with an eight-class subsection kin

classification system. In contrast, this system has only been partly introduced to

neighbouring groups including the Eastern and Southern Arrernte (cf. Spencer &

Gillen 1899:71), Matuntara and Warlpiri since European contact has resulted in

intermarriage with groups using the eight subsection system (Strehlow 1965:130;

1970:135). It is probable that the differences in some aspects of the more recent rock

art assemblage between the eastern and western regions in the recent past, may have

played a role in the differing social and ritual activities documented.

7.11 Conclusion

While there might have been some divergence in recent times, the broad-scaled

patterning of rock art throughout central Australia is one of overall homogeneity. The

same general range of motif classes has been utilised throughout the region, across

techniques and through time. Motifs have been repeated throughout the region,
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within complexes, within sites and over single panels and faces. Motifs have

persisted through time from the oldest engravings to the most recent drawings. This

is not to say that there is not some variation between the composition of rock art

assemblages across the region. Comparative analysis of the most commonly produced

motifs shows that while a similar range of motifs are produced at most complexes,

those produced most frequently vary from complex to complex. This gives each

complex or cluster of complexes a distinctive character.

Homogeneity, repetition and persistence are the three most distinctive characteristics

identified during the chronological and spatial analyses of the central Australian rock

art assemblage summarised in the last two chapters. In the following chapter, I will

review the types of ritual behaviour that may be responsible for the patterning evident

in the rock art assemblage.
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